
Drill 3.5mm hole s and tap with 4mm. 
These are for the location studs. Potential 

problem area 1  

Check  factory  fitted screws on the 
underside of the dial are tight as 
they have been known to be loose 

After cutting spindle and locating in housing in 
correct plane (  jig provided )  make sure that 
the cable sits in slot and does not get trapped  
between keypad and dial ring 

Without these studs the dial 
will work loose and wobble. 
Cutting cable 

Possible Secu A and B installation issues 

Prepare the door for the dial 
ring studs. These do not 
screw through the dial ring , 
they are designed to prevent 

it rotating too far and/or  the 
dial scissoring the cable. 



This is where it gets trapped if your not careful, 
In-between case and dial ring. Then the turning  
motion acts like a scissor action  over time.  

Rotate to ensure free  
movement and nothing  is trapped 

Locktite the back 2 screws because if they work 
loose the cam inside cannot Passover the top 
and causes lockout by blocking bolt retraction 

All locks have some areas of possible problem. All locks have some areas of possible problem. All locks have some areas of possible problem. All locks have some areas of possible problem.     
The 2 areas with the Secu locks are ;The 2 areas with the Secu locks are ;The 2 areas with the Secu locks are ;The 2 areas with the Secu locks are ;    
    
1.1.1.1.    If the location screws are not used  for the dial ring If the location screws are not used  for the dial ring If the location screws are not used  for the dial ring If the location screws are not used  for the dial ring 

the sticky pads (  now reduced in size and only for the sticky pads (  now reduced in size and only for the sticky pads (  now reduced in size and only for the sticky pads (  now reduced in size and only for 
location purposes )  work loose and cause the dial location purposes )  work loose and cause the dial location purposes )  work loose and cause the dial location purposes )  work loose and cause the dial 
to wobble and shear the cable at this point.to wobble and shear the cable at this point.to wobble and shear the cable at this point.to wobble and shear the cable at this point.    

2.2.2.2.    The cable becomes trapped in between the dial ring The cable becomes trapped in between the dial ring The cable becomes trapped in between the dial ring The cable becomes trapped in between the dial ring 
and key pad , the screw is tightened in the spindle and key pad , the screw is tightened in the spindle and key pad , the screw is tightened in the spindle and key pad , the screw is tightened in the spindle 
and this crushes the cable causing long term cable and this crushes the cable causing long term cable and this crushes the cable causing long term cable and this crushes the cable causing long term cable 
sheer or intermittent faults. Only evident during pro-sheer or intermittent faults. Only evident during pro-sheer or intermittent faults. Only evident during pro-sheer or intermittent faults. Only evident during pro-

longed uselonged uselonged uselonged use    

Possible Secu A and B installation issues 


